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Dromida HoverShot™ Ready-To-Fly
120 mm FPV Drone

Small in size, big on features

Features

While it’s true that the HoverShot is compact, don’t be
fooled by its smaller dimensions. It comes equipped with
a 720p FPV camera, to shoot video and photos via the
DroneView app in real time*. Altitude Hold makes learning
to fly easy, and takes the guesswork out of exact positioning
and throttle control, so flyers can focus on getting the
“perfect shot”. Takeoffs and landings are as easy as
pushing a button. The HoverShot comes completely
assembled with everything included for immediate flying
fun, and 7-10 minute flight times will make it seem like it’s
in the air forever. Multiple flight modes let modelers fly at
their particular comfort level, from a beginner all the way
up to a veteran pilot! See more at dromida.com.

■■ Takeoffs and landings are as easy as pushing a button
■■ Comes completely assembled and ready for immediate
flying fun
■■ Quality constructed transmitter features Center Spring
Throttle and two flight modes
■■ Enjoy long flight times of 7-10 minutes
■■ Bright LEDs aid in orientation and night flying

Specifications

Diagonal: 120 mm (4.72 in)
Weight: 72 g (2.5 oz)
Requires: device for Android or Apple and DroneView app
(download free from Google Play Store or App Store)

*Smartphone or other mobile device required for FPV. Not included.

Apple and the Apple logo are trademarks of Apple Inc.,
registered in the U.S. and other countries. App Store is a
service mark of Apple Inc. Android and Google Play are
trademarks of Google Inc. IOS is a trademark or registered trademark of Cisco in the U.S. and other countries
and is used under license.
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